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# Print Media: Books, Newspapers, and Magazines

## Functions of Print Media
- Transmission of Culture
- Diffusion of Ideas and Knowledge
- Entertainment

## Distinctive Functions of Books

### History of Books to Today
- Monastic Scribes
- Johannes Gutenberg
- Beginnings of Mass Communication and Mass Literacy
- Cheaper and Smaller Books
  - Dime Novels
  - Mass-Market Paperbacks
  - Print-on-Demand

### Current Book Industry Issues

### Sales and Readership of Books

### Outlook for Books

## Distinctive Functions of Newspapers

### History of Newspapers to Today
- Local Newspapers
- National Newspapers

### Current Newspaper Industry Issues
- Newspaper Chains
  - Benefits of Chains
  - Problems with Chains
- Leading Newspaper Chains
- Declining Number of Daily Newspapers

### Sales and Readership of Newspapers
- Circulation and Readership
- Advertising

### Outlook for Newspapers

## Distinctive Functions of Magazines

### History of Magazines to Today

### Current Magazine Industry Issues

### Sales and Readership of Magazines

### Outlook for Magazines

### Looking Back and Moving Forward

### Discussion Questions

### Further Reading
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